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ctural designs of ion exchange
membranes for flow batteries†

Xiujun Yue,a Qian He,a Hee-Dae Limab and Ping Liu *a

Membranes for flow batteries need to have both high ionic conductivity and selectivity. The selectivity is

particularly important for systems involving two different species, such as Fe/Cr, since any crossover is

irreversible. However, most membranes suffer from a trade-off between these two properties. We

addressed this issue by fabricating a composite cation exchange membrane with a hierarchical structure to

ensure mechanical stability, conductivity, and selectivity. The membrane featured a dense, crack-free

tungsten oxide coating layer on Nafion that also penetrated into the Nafion's hydrophilic, ionic cluster

regions. The oxide inside the polymer was synthesized in situ in the hydrophilic regions, while the sol–gel

method was used to coat the oxide on the polymer. The oxide inside Nafion reduced water uptake and

swelling ratio, which are essential to ensure the adhesion of the top oxide layer on Nafion. The top dense

oxide layer served as a highly selective membrane for cation transport. Maintaining comparable

conductivities, the membrane showed that the permeabilities for Fe(II) and Cr(III) ions decrease by an order

of magnitude as compared to those for Nafion (from 2.66 � 10�7 cm2 s�1 and 8.84 � 10�8 cm2 s�1 to

2.31 � 10�8 cm2 s�1 and 8.34 � 10�9 cm2 s�1, respectively). Noticeably, the oxide coating layer showed

three orders of magnitude lower permeability than Nafion. When applied in a lab-scale Fe/Cr flow battery,

the cycling stability significantly improved due to the much reduced crossover. This new membrane design

can be extended to other polymermembranes and holds promise for applications in a variety of flow batteries.
Introduction

The utilization of renewable resources, such as wind, solar, and
tides, has been growing rapidly. This growth is driven by the
increasing energy demand and concerns regarding carbon
emissions;1–4 however, large-scale energy storage solutions are
required due to the intermittent nature of renewable
resources.5,6 Redox ow batteries (RFBs) are one of the prom-
ising candidates due to their low cost, long life, rapid response,
high mobility and exibility.5–13 RFBs store energy in two solu-
tions with different redox couples. The positive and negative
electrodes are separated by a selective ion exchange membrane
(IEM), which prevents the mixing of active species. Most of the
leading ow batteries with chemistries such as all-vanadium,
all-iron, and iron–chromium utilize cation exchange
membranes (CEMs).2,5,9–15 Anion exchange membranes (AEMs)
have also been used, especially for lowering crossover when
cations serve as the active species.3,9,10,14,15

Peruorinated polysulfonic acid (PFSA) membranes, such as
Naon, are the most widely used CEMs in RFBs due to their
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high conductivity and good chemical and thermal stabili-
ties.10,14–16 However, Naon membranes suffer from the cross-
over of active species, leading to severe self-discharge and
decreased energy efficiency.2,7,17–19 Various strategies have been
proposed to fabricate new composite membranes with reduced
crossover.20 Physical blending with inorganic particles,21–24

nanotubes,25,26 graphene,27–29 metal–organic frameworks
(MOFs), and polymers has been extensively studied.30–33 The
crossover rate can be reduced by these added materials via
reducing mobile water transport and the corresponding leakage
of hydrated redox-active ions.14 Besides the simple mixing
method, llers such as SiO2 and TiO2 can also be synthesized
during the membrane formation process via the sol–gel method
to achieve uniform distribution.34–37 In the “inltration
method”, llers are formed in situ by inltrating precursors into
an existing polymer membrane, resulting in well-dispersed and
extremely small particles inside the hydrophilic ionic cluster
regions of phase-segregated polymer membranes.20,38–40

Reduced crossover rates can be achieved by the decreased size
of the ionic cluster regions. Surface modication, mostly with
organic coatings serving as highly selective layers, has been
used to reduce the crossover of active species as well.41–44

Inorganic ion conductors are ideal candidates to serve as ion
exchange membranes. While perfect selectivity is theoretically
possible, most of these conductors tend to be brittle and are
difficult to handle and use. This difficulty can be circumvented
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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by supporting thin lms of ion conductors on porous polymer
substrates. Unfortunately, a bilayer inorganic-polymer structure
has not been widely adopted due to difficulties in integrating
materials with signicant differences in mechanical properties.
Upon exposure to liquids, the polymer tends to swell, while the
inorganic layer does not swell. This mismatch results in
cracking, delamination, and failure of the membrane.

Here, we developed a composite cation exchange membrane
with a hierarchical structure; it consisted of a polymer
membrane with tungsten oxide lling the ionic cluster region
and a dense tungsten oxide coating layer on the polymer surface
(Fig. 1). This hierarchical structure simultaneously enabled
both high selectivity and conductivity during use in a ow
battery. Tungsten oxide hydrates (HxWO3$yH2O) have been re-
ported to show high proton conductivity (�0.1 S cm�1, 25 �C)
and are formed in situ in the ionic clusters of polymer
membranes.45–47 By replacing water in the ionic clusters with
oxides, we achieve several advantages. (1) Decrease in the
permeability of active species: crossover of active species, such
as Fe, Cr, and V ions, primarily relies on hydrated ionic clusters,
which cannot permeate through the oxide structure. (2)
Enhanced mechanical stability of the membrane: interactions
between the lled oxide and polymer chains result in denser
polymer packing and structural reinforcement. (3) Suppressed
swelling of the polymer membrane via the interaction between
oxide and polymer chain and decreased water uptake: a low
swelling ratio is essential for the polymer membrane to be
integrated with a rigid oxide coating layer without suffering
from delamination and cracking. The dense oxide layer was
coated via the sol–gel method on the polymer/oxide composite
membrane. Tungsten oxide hydrates have been reported to have
a layered structure with water molecules bonded between the
layers, which can enable efficient proton conduction through
Fig. 1 Fabrication of tungsten oxide/Nafion hierarchical composite
membrane (h-DNf/oxide): (a) blank hydrated Nafion membrane; (b)
polydopamine coating (DNf); (c) in situ formation of tungsten oxide in
hydrophilic ionic cluster regions of Nafion membrane (c-DNf/oxide);
(d) tungsten oxide coating on the surface (h-DNf/oxide). Green:
fluorocarbon backbones of Nafion; red spheres: sulfonic acid groups
of Nafion.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
the hydrogen bond network.48 Proton insertion/extraction
reactions, such as WO3 + xH+ + xe� 4 HxWO3, convert tung-
sten oxide into tungsten bronze (HxWO3, 0 < x < 1). Protons are
conducted through the movement of proton vacancies.49

Potassium ions are conducted through a similar solid-state ion
conduction mechanism. However, multivalent ions, such as Fe,
Cr, and V, with high charge densities have strong interactions
with water molecules, which make them too bulky to be inser-
ted into the lattice structure of tungsten oxide hydrates. Naon
was used as a test case for the hierarchical structure, and future
experiments can allow for further applications of this strategy to
other polymer membranes at lower costs. Combining the oxide-
in-polymer and oxide-on-polymer structures has promising
potential for enhancing the performance of a variety of
membranes.
Experimental
Materials

Naon 117 membrane was purchased from Fuel Cell Store.
Tungsten powder (12 mm, 99.9% trace metals basis) and
bismuth oxide (Bi2O3, 10 mm, 99.9% trace metals basis) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 3-Hydroxytyramine hydrochlo-
ride (dopamine, 99%) was purchased from ACROS Organics.
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris, 99.8%), hydrogen
peroxide solution (H2O2, 30%), sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 95–98%),
hydrochloric acid (HCl, 36.5–38%), potassium chloride (KCl,
99%), ferrous chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2$4H2O, 99%), and
chromium chloride hexahydrate (CrCl3$6H2O, 98%) were
purchased from Fisher Scientic.
Membrane preparation

Polydopamine was coated onto a Naon 117 membrane
according to a method provided in the literature.50 A commer-
cial Naon 117 membrane was pre-treated by boiling in steps of
deionized water, starting from pure to a mixture of 3% H2O2

and then 0.5 M H2SO4 solutions before being stored in deion-
ized water at room temperature. The membrane was then
immersed in 79mL Tris–HCl buffer (pH 8.5), while 1 mL 160mg
mL�1 aqueous dopamine solution was added dropwise under
mild stirring to induce spontaneous self-polymerization. The
coated Naon membrane (DNf) was taken out aer 90 minutes
and rinsed with deionized water.

A tungstic acid solution was prepared by slowly dissolving
2.5 g tungsten powder in 30 mL 30% hydrogen peroxide in
a room-temperature water bath while being stirred. Excess
hydrogen peroxide was removed by placing a small piece of
platinum foil in the solution and putting the solution in an oven
at 80 �C for 20 minutes. The clear solution turned bright yellow.

DNf was soaked in methanol for 24 hours under room
temperature, followed by soaking in tungstic acid solution for
another 24 hours. Then, the residues on the membrane were
wiped off and it was cured for 1 hour under 100% RH and 80 �C;
this environment was created by placing a capped bottle with
water in an oven. All the above processes were repeated 3 times
to get c-DNf/oxide.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2019, 7, 5794–5802 | 5795
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c-DNf/oxide was manually dip-coated in the tungstic acid
solution, resulting in double-sided coatings. The coated Naon
was cured in the same way as the previous method. The coating
and curing steps were repeated three times to achieve h-DNf/
oxide with the desired thickness of coating.

Membrane characterization

The morphology and thickness of h-DNf/oxide were character-
ized using scanning electron microscopy (FEI Quanta 250 SEM
and Zeiss Sigma 500 SEM for obtaining an ultrahigh magni-
cation image) with atomic composition and elemental mapping
analyses performed by an integrated energy-dispersive X-ray
(EDX) spectrometer. The chemical composition of the
membrane was characterized by Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR, Perkin Elmer Spectrum Two) and Raman
spectroscopy (Renishaw inVia). The crystal structure of the
membrane was investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker
D2 Phaser). The thermal stability of the membrane was char-
acterized by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA, PerkinElmer
Pyris 1 TGA) from 25 to 650 �C (heating rate: 5 �C min�1).

Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of the membranes were measured
using tensile tests (Instron 5960) to generate stress–strain
curves at a strain rate of 0.01 mm s�1 at room temperature and
sampled at 10 Hz rate. Membrane samples were cut into dog-
bone-shaped specimens; overall dimensions: 25 mm � 15
mm, gauge dimensions: 15 mm � 2 mm. Dry and wet
membranes were pre-treated with the mentioned methods for
water uptake measurements.

Water uptake and swelling

Water uptake (WU) and in-plane swelling ratio (SW) of the
membranes were calculated based on the percent changes in
the wet and dry weights (WU) and areas (SW). All the
measurements were carried out right aer the treatment for
obtaining accurate data. The dry membranes were dried at 80 �C
under vacuum for 24 hours to remove residual water and then
cooled to room temperature under vacuum. The wet
membranes were immersed in deionized water at 60 �C for 24
hours to reach complete hydration.

Conductivity

The proton and potassium ion conductivities of the membrane
were measured in a conductivity cell using AC impedance
spectroscopy, and the membrane resistance was probed with
a potentiostat (Bio-Logic, VSP-300) at an oscillating voltage of
20 mV over a frequency range of 7 MHz to 1 Hz. Prior to testing,
the membrane sample was fully hydrated in water. The
conductivity (s) was calculated with the following equation:

s
�
mS cm�1� ¼ L

RS

L is the distance (cm) between the two electrodes, R is the
impedance (U) of the membrane, and S is the surface area (cm2)
of the electrodes.
5796 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2019, 7, 5794–5802
Permeability

An H-cell setup was used for the permeability measurement of
Fe(II) and Cr(III) ions. The le reservoir was lled with 1 M Fe(II)
ion solution (FeCl2$4H2O) in 2 M HCl, and the right reservoir
was lled with 1 M Cr(III) ion solution (CrCl3$6H2O) in 2 M HCl.
The geometrical area of the exposed membrane was 1.77 cm2

and the volume of the solution for each reservoir was 25 mL.
Crossover contamination was measured by ultraviolet-visible
spectrometry (UV-vis) on the samples of solutions, which were
taken from each reservoir at different time intervals. The
samples were analyzed for Fe(II) concentration in right reservoir
of Cr(III) solution and for Cr(III) concentration in le reservoir of
Fe(II) solution. The measured absorbance of the samples from
the H-cell was converted into concentration based on standard
absorbance–concentration curves. The permeability was calcu-
lated with the following equation:

VB

dcBðtÞ
dt

¼ A
P

L
ðcA � cBðtÞÞ

here, cA is the ion concentration in the original reservoir, and
cB(t) is the time-dependent concentration of ions in the other
reservoir, which went through the membrane; VB is the volume
of one reservoir, A and L are the area and thickness of the
membrane, respectively, and P is the permeability of ions. P is
assumed to be independent of the concentration. The perme-
ability of the coating layer was calculated based on the data of h-
DNf/oxide and c-DNf/oxide using the following equation:

LA þ LB

PAþB

¼ LA

PA

þ LB

PB

A represents c-DNf/oxide, B is the dense top oxide layer, and A +
B is h-DNf/oxide.

An empirical gure of merit (b) is dened in the form of b ¼
s/P to demonstrate the ratio between the diffusivities of the
desired and undesired ions in the membrane, i.e., the ratio of
proton conductivity (s) to Fe(II) permeability.
Flow battery test

A ow battery hardware was designed and fabricated in-house.
A picture of the device is shown in Fig. S8.† Activated by 3 : 1
sulfuric acid and nitrate acid for 6 hours at 50 �C, two pieces of
0.6 cm-thick graphite felt (AvCarb G200) were used as the elec-
trodes. Viton® uoroelastomer rubber gaskets were used to seal
the hardware. The active area of the membrane was 1 � 1 cm2.
Densied and resin-lled impervious graphite plates (Graphtek
FC-GR347B) served as the current collectors, which were sand-
wiched between the copper end plates. The catholyte was
prepared by dissolving 1 M FeCl2 in 2 M HCl solution, while the
anolyte was prepared by mixing 1 M CrCl3 in 2 M HCl solution
with 0.01 M Bi3+. Furthermore, we circulated 8.5 mL catholyte
and anolyte at a ow rate of 5 mL min�1 by a two-channel
peristaltic pump (EW-77921-75, Cole-Parmer). All the ow
battery tests were performed at room temperature (25 �C). The
galvanostatic charge and discharge experiments were conduct-
ed at 20 mA cm�2 with cut-off voltages between 0.7 and 1.2 V.
Bismuth, serving as a catalyst for the anodic reaction, was
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 2 SEM images of h-DNf/oxide: (a, b) surface; (c, d) cross-
sectional; (e) line-scan EDX at the interface of tungsten oxide coating
layer and Nafion membrane.
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plated onto the anode at 20 mA cm�2 before the initial
charging.51

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the fabrication steps for the hierarchical
membrane structure. A hydrated Naon membrane is coated
with a thin polydopamine layer (DNf) to improve the hydro-
philicity of the surface. DNf is then lled with tungsten oxide in
its hydrophilic ionic cluster regions, resulting in a composite
structure (c-DNf/oxide). A dense tungsten oxide lm is then
coated onto c-DNf/oxide to form the nal membrane (h-DNf/
oxide).

In order to realize the hierarchical structure, strong adhesion
at the interface between the oxide coating and Naon is
essential. However, Naon has a hydrophobic surface due to the
peruoroalkane backbone structure. To enable tungstic acid
aqueous solution to wet the Naon surface, surface modica-
tion is required to render it hydrophilic. Inspiration was drawn
from biological systems such as mussels that adhere to rocks
through the use of dopamine.52,53 Dopamine monomers are
readily oxidized in air under basic pH conditions at room
temperature to self-polymerize.42,54 The polydopamine layer
adheres strongly to almost any material, including PTFE and
other anti-fouling materials.52 Here, we utilized polydopamine
as the adhesive layer to enhance the interaction between the
Naon membrane and tungsten oxide coating layer and its
hydrophilicity to facilitate the coating process. The polydop-
amine layer formed on Naon was presumably very thin
(�10 nm based on the literature)50 and could not be observed in
the cross-sectional SEM images (Fig. S2(a)†). A successful
coating process was visually conrmed as the clear, transparent
Naon membrane became brown and semi-transparent
(Fig. S1†); it was also conrmed by a change in the surface
wetting properties. The contact angle of the Naon membrane
decreased from 89� to 61� aer polydopamine coating (Fig. S3†).

Tungstic acid, which becomes tungsten oxide at an elevated
temperature or at a low pH, is the precursor to both c- and h-
DNf/oxide structures. The acid was synthesized at around
25 �C through the reaction of tungsten powder with hydrogen
peroxide. Nano-sized particles were formed as the aging pro-
gressed and then served as nucleation sites during the trans-
formation from tungstic acid to tungsten oxide, thus enhancing
the formation of the coating layer.

A c-DNf/oxide structure was achieved by lling the ionic
channels and clusters with the oxide precursor. Due to the small
sizes of the ionic clusters (�5 nm) in Naon,55 directly soaking
the dry membrane was ineffective; therefore, an inltration
method was used. The membrane was rst soaked in methanol,
causing it to swell; then, methanol was exchanged aer soaking
in the precursor solution. While there was no noticeable change
in the color of the membrane aer the exchange with the
tungstic acid solution, the membrane became opaque and dark
brown aer a curing process, during which the precursor
tungstic acid transformed into solid tungsten oxide. This indi-
cated the successful lling of tungsten oxide into the polymer
membrane matrix (Fig. S1†). Repeated solvent exchanges and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
curing further increased the oxide loading amount in Naon
with inltrated tungsten oxide (c-DNf/oxide).

h-DNf/oxide was prepared by a simple dip-coating method
followed by a curing process. As a result of the enhanced
hydrophilicity due to the polydopamine coating, the surface of
DNf was readily wetted when dipped in a tungstic acid solution.
The solution formed a uniform thin liquid layer covering the
entire surface when the membrane was pulled out of the solu-
tion. During the curing process, an elevated temperature
promoted the solidication of the precursor solution layer,
while humidity kept the membrane hydrated to avoid shrinkage
and possible cracking or delamination of the surface oxide layer
due to mismatch in the size changes between Naon and oxide.
Smooth and uniform dark-brown layers were coated on the
membrane aer repeated coating and curing processes
(Fig. S6(b)†). The quality of the coating was conrmed by SEM;
the lm is uniform and crack-free (Fig. 2(a and b)). At a very high
magnication, the coating layer is found to be formed by the
aggregation of small particles of 5–15 nm size (Fig. S2(b)†).
Additionally, a membrane with a tungsten oxide layer only on
the surface but not in the bulk (l-DNf/oxide) was prepared by
directly coating DNf to conrm the contribution of the oxide-in-
polymer structure to the stability of the oxide-on-polymer
structure (Fig. S6†).

EDX mapping was conducted on the surface of h-DNf/oxide
(Fig. S4†). Tungsten and oxygen are distributed homogenously
in the coating layer. Cross-sectional SEM images also clearly
show the dense and uniform coating layer when EDX mapping
is conducted on the surface of h-DNf/oxide (Fig. S4†). Tungsten
and oxygen are distributed homogenously in the coating layer.
Cross-sectional SEM images also clearly show the dense and
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2019, 7, 5794–5802 | 5797
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Fig. 4 Spectra of Nafion and h-DNf/oxide: (a) FT-IR; (b) Raman.
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uniform coating layer with thickness of 1.6 mm, conrming that
the structure is not porous even though it is formed from
aggregation of particles (Fig. 2(c and d)). The interface between
the supporting Naon membrane and coating layer is of
exceptional quality with no visible voids, and the boundary at
the interface is not visible, as observed in the high-
magnication SEM image (Fig. 2(d)). Line-scan EDX shows
a gradual compositional gradient across the interface, most
noticeably for W (Fig. 2(e)). This observation conrmed that our
original design has been realized: the tungsten oxide phase is
a continuous lm on the surface but extends deeply into the
Naon structure. Such a structure is expected to contribute to
a robust composite membrane. Such excellent connection and
adhesion can mitigate possible delamination at the interface,
which is a critical problem for multilayered composite mate-
rials. EDX was also conducted on the cross-section of h-DNf/
oxide (Fig. S5†). Low-magnication EDX mapping shows that
the bulk polymer is mainly composed of carbon, oxygen, uo-
rine, and sulfur. The surface coating layer contains concen-
trated tungsten and oxygen, while tungsten is also uniformly
distributed in the bulk polymer matrix, further conrming the
bilayer oxide-in-polymer and oxide-on-polymer structures.

XRD was performed to investigate the structure of the
membranes (Fig. 3). The shis in the Naon peaks for h-DNf/
oxide from 16.83� and 39.11� to 18.11� and 39.98�, respec-
tively, indicate denser packing of the polymer chains due to the
interaction with tungsten oxide. The peak at 23.83� matches
with several different types of tungsten oxide crystalline struc-
tures. As a result, the specic structure of lled tungsten oxide
in Naon cannot be determined based on XRD data. Further
characterizations were performed to conrm the structure.

FTIR spectra were used to examine the chemical structures
of Naon and h-DNf/oxide (Fig. 4(a)). The peaks at 1200, 1144,
and 512 cm�1 are related to the C–F bonds on the Naon
polymer backbone. C–O–C and C–S bonds on the side chain
lead to twin peaks at 980 and 968 cm�1 and a weak peak at
880 cm�1 respectively. The shoulders at 1300 and 1144 cm�1 are
assigned to the SO3

� group. For h-DNf/oxide, the peaks in the
range of 500–900 cm�1 are assigned to the W–O bond. Due to
covering by a dense tungsten oxide coating layer, all peaks from
Naon decrease signicantly. Raman spectroscopy was also
Fig. 3 XRD of Nafion and h-DNf/oxide.

5798 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2019, 7, 5794–5802
performed on h-DNf/oxide (Fig. 4(b)). The C–C bond from the
Naon polymer backbone exhibits a broad peak at 1370 cm�1.
The peaks observed at 1000, 690, 254, and 130 cm�1 correspond
to W]O, O–W–O, W–O–W, and W–W bonds. The peak at
800 cm�1, also corresponding to the O–W–O bond, is associated
with the monoclinic structure of tungsten oxide. It is thus
concluded that tungsten oxide is successfully formed in the
ionic clusters and its structure is probably monoclinic.

The thermal properties and compositions of the membranes
were investigated by TGA (Fig. 5). Both blank Naon and h-DNf/
oxide exhibited three-step thermal degradation: loss of water
during the rst step before 270 �C; desulfonation of Naon
during the step around 350 �C; and decomposition of the
Naon polymer backbone during the last step above 400 �C. For
both membranes, the rst step can be ignored as a result of pre-
drying. Aer incorporating tungsten oxide into Naon, the
peaks of the second and third steps in the derivative thermal
gravimetric curves shi from 363.9 �C and 448.9 �C to 377.0 �C
and 469.5 �C, respectively (Fig. 5(b)). The enhanced thermal
stability of h-DNf/oxide provides evidence for the interaction
between the oxide and polymer. The residual weight indicates
that the tungsten oxide loading is 6.6%.

High mechanical stability of PEM is necessary for long-term
practical operation of ow batteries. The Naon membrane in
its dry state showed a Young's modulus of 142.5 MPa, yield
stress of 7.67 MPa with 8.5% strain, and failure stress of
25.9 MPa with 223.3% strain (Fig. 6, Table S1†). The Naon
membrane became much weaker when hydrated; it exhibited
Young's modulus of 35.5 MPa, yield stress of 4.95 MPa, and
failure stress of 20.4 MPa. The yield strain increased by 2.6
times to 22%; however, the ultimate strain remained almost the
same. A decrease in the Young's modulus and change in the
yield point aer hydration were due to the high water uptake
and swelling ratios of the Naon membrane. High water
Fig. 5 Thermogravimetric analysis of Nafion and h-DNf/oxide: (a) TG;
(b) DTG.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 6 Stress–strain curves of Nafion and h-DNf/oxide.
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content enables faster proton transport but also increases
polymer chain mobility, leading to poor mechanical stability. h-
DNf/oxide was signicantly reinforced, achieving Young's
modulus of 148.7 MPa and yield stress of 9.29% at elongation of
9.1%; these performances were superior even when compared
with those of dry Naon membranes. The ultimate strain
signicantly decreased to only 47.3% without a large drop in the
ultimate stress. The coated tungsten oxide layer on the polymer
contributed negligibly to the mechanical properties of bulk
membrane due to its limited thickness. Tungsten oxide in the
polymer probably changed the mechanical properties of the
membrane in three aspects: (1) interactions between tungsten
oxide and polymer chains suppress chain mobility and increase
chain packing density; (2) tungsten oxide lled in ionic clusters
forms a continuous rigid oxide network across the polymer
matrix, serving as reinforced concrete to achieve outstanding
mechanical stability; (3) tungsten oxide replaces water in the
hydrated polymer, which can also reduce chain mobility. The
mechanical stability of h-DNf/oxide is not only benecial toward
cell operation but also helps prevent the failure of the coating
layer caused by mechanical deformation or dimensional varia-
tions due to humidity changes.

Water uptake (WU) and swelling (SW) are important
parameters for composite ion exchange membranes (Table 1).
While high water uptake usually facilitates ion transport,
correspondingly high swelling might compromise the
mechanical integrity of the composite structure, particularly for
the oxide-on-polymer conguration. The DNf membrane
exhibited water uptake of 38.2% and swelling of 44.1%, which
were similar to those for baseline Naon. Due to its very low
thickness, the polydopamine coating layer has negligible
inuence on the water uptake and swelling of the bulk
membrane.
Table 1 Water uptake, swelling ratio and ion conductivity of Nafion and

WU [%] SW [%] sH
+b [mS c

Naon 38.9 46.6 54.1
DNf 38.2 44.1 4.6
h-DNf/oxide 12.1 16.9 22.8

a All data are measured at room temperature. b Through plane, at 100% R

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Consequently, the signicant reduction in the swelling ratio
was due to the incorporation of tungsten oxide. Most failures of
composite membranes with layered structures, especially those
formed by coating rigid inorganic materials on so polymer
supports, are caused by delamination or cracks due to different
swelling ratios of the layers. Controlling the water uptake and
swelling can effectively enhance the stability as well as
mechanical properties of the composite membrane. The tung-
sten oxide coating layer of l-DNf/oxide exhibited dramatic
delamination aer soaking in DI water for 24 hours, while h-
DNf/oxide maintained its original structure aer one week,
conrming the contribution of inltrated tungsten oxide for
membrane stability (Fig. S6†).

Ionic conductivities (s) were measured by a through-plane
two-probe method at the hydrated state (Table 1). The proton
conductivity (sH

+) of DNf membranes was 4.6 mS cm�1, which
was only 8.5% of the conductivity of Naon (54.1 mS cm�1). The
dramatic conductivity drop caused by the additional layer with
negligible thickness suggested that the conductivity of poly-
dopamine is very low. Interestingly, aer introducing tungsten
oxide, the conductivity of h-DNf/oxide increased to 22.8
mS cm�1, which represented manageable reduction from that
of Naon. Filling polydopamine with proton-conductive tung-
sten oxide and rebuilding the proton transport pathway prob-
ably contributed toward the recovery of conductivity. The ratio
of conductivity over water uptake (s/WU) is a metric that
measures the effectiveness of water in promoting ion conduc-
tion. The sH

+/WU ratio of h-DNf/oxide was 1.88 when compared
with 1.39 for baseline Naon. Hence, tungsten oxide lling in
the ion channels appeared to help enhance water-facilitated
proton conduction.

We also measured the potassium ion conductivity (sK
+) of

Naon and the composite membranes (Table 1). For ow
batteries such as Fe/Fe and Cr/Fe, KCl is oen used as the
supporting electrolyte and K+ transports through the cell
membrane. During ion exchange, we expected hydrated tung-
sten oxide to change into its potassium form. In this regard,
hydrated potassium tungsten bronze is well-known. However,
their K+ conductivities have not been well studied. Our
measurement indicated conductivity of 8.0 mS cm�1 for K+-
exchanged Naon or 14.8% of the proton conductivity. h-DNf/
oxide showed K+ conductivity of 4.6 mS cm�1 or 20.2% of the
proton conductivity. The sK

+/WU value for h-DNf/oxide reached
0.38; in comparison, the value for Naon was 0.21. The smaller
difference in s/WU for K+ vs. H+ when compared with that of
Naon indicated that h-DNf/oxide does not rely much on water
to transport ions.
composite membranesa

m�1] sH
+/WU sK

+b [mS cm�1] sK
+/WU

1.39 8.0 0.21
0.12 — —
1.88 4.6 0.38

H.
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Fig. 8 Comparisons of (a) ion permeabilities and (b) b values for Nafion
and composite membranes. b is defined as the ratio of conductivity to
permeability.
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The permeability of active species is another key parameter
of CEM for ow batteries. The permeabilities for Fe(II) and
Cr(III) ions were measured simultaneously by lling two sides
of an H-cell with solutions containing different ions. This
represents the discharged state of an Fe/Cr ow battery. The
crossover of Cr(III) ions could be visibly observed based on
their dark-green color, while the crossover of Fe(II) ions could
not be observed since their light-green color is similar to that
of Cr(III) ions. h-DNf/oxide showed much smaller crossover for
both Fe(II) and Cr(III) ions when compared with baseline
Naon. Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the test results for both ions
while using three different membranes: baseline Naon, h-
DNf/oxide, and c-DNf/oxide. The Fe(II) ion crossover rate of
Naon is the highest; aer 50 hours, it starts to decrease as the
solution reaches concentration equilibrium. As shown in
Fig. 8(a), for both Fe(II) and Cr(III) ions, h-DNf/oxide still
maintains a constant low crossover rate aer 210 hours, sug-
gesting that the stability of the coating layer is not compro-
mised over extended testing. For h-DNf/oxide, the
permeabilities of Fe(II) and Cr(III) ions decrease by an order of
magnitude (from 2.66 � 10�7 cm2 s�1 and 8.84 � 10�8 cm2 s�1

to 2.31 � 10�8 cm2 s�1 and 8.34 � 10�9 cm2 s�1, respectively).
Cr(III) ions exhibit lower permeability for both baseline and h-
DNf/oxide due to their higher valence state. c-DNf/oxide also
exhibited some capability to decrease metal ion crossover; the
values were measured to be 8.14 � 10�8 cm2 s�1 and 3.85 �
10�8 cm2 s�1 for Fe(II) and Cr(III) ions, respectively. The
permeability difference between the membranes of h-DNf/
oxide and c-DNf/oxide can be attributed to the dense
surface of the tungsten oxide layer. Considering the thick-
nesses of the Naon membrane and coating layer, the dense
tungsten oxide coating layer showed extraordinarily low
permeability: 4.88 � 10�10 cm2 s�1 for Fe(II) ions, which is
0.18% of that of baseline Naon and 1.94% of that of c-DNf/
oxide; 1.48 � 10�10 cm2 s�1 for Cr(III) ions, which is 0.17% of
that of bare Naon and 1.77% of that of c-DNf/oxide. An
empirical gure of merit (b) is dened as the ratio of
conductivity to permeability to demonstrate the ratio
between the diffusivities of the desired ions and undesired
ions in the membrane. In Fig. 8(b), h-DNf/oxide shows
increased b of H+ and K+ over that of Fe2+ and Cr3+. The H+/
Cr3+ b value of h-DNf/oxide reaches 2.74 � 109 mS s cm�3.
Therefore, hierarchical composite structures considerably
enhance the selectivity of membranes.
Fig. 7 Ion-crossover tests of Nafion, c-DNf/oxide, and h-DNf/oxide:
(a) Fe(II); (b) Cr(III).

5800 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2019, 7, 5794–5802
The ow battery performances of membranes were evalu-
ated in a lab-scale single-cell iron-chromium ow battery
(Fig. S8†) as a proof of concept. For the galvanostatic charge
and discharge experiments, relatively high capacity to the
active membrane area was utilized to emphasize the effect of
crossover by prolonging the time of each cycle (Fig. 9).
Although only a limited number of cycles were performed, the
total duration of tests was actually similar to those commonly
reported in the literature.56–58 At a current density of 20 mA
cm�2, the ow battery assembled with Naon as the separator
exhibited quick and dramatic discharge capacity decay,
retaining only 29.5 mA h aer 42.2 hours from the rst-cycle
capacity of 106.6 mA h. The dark color of the catholyte aer
cycling indicated the high rate of irreversible crossover, which
led to rapidly decreasing capacity (Fig. S9†). Beneting from
the much decreased crossover rate due to the hierarchical
composite structure, the capacity decay was mitigated by the
dense oxide layer of h-DNf/oxide (Fig. S11†). The ow battery
with h-DNf/oxide delivered capacity of 87.9 mA h aer 47.9
hours, which was about 3 times that of the battery with Naon.
The color change of the catholyte was also very small.
Compared with Naon, even without the dense surface oxide
layer, c-DNf/oxide still showed signicant improvement and
maintained a discharge capacity of 55.4 mA h. As shown in
Fig. 9(b), due to severe crossover, the ow battery with Naon
exhibits much larger overpotential than those with either
h-DNf/oxide or c-DNf/oxide. Coulombic efficiency is
a commonly used performance metric; we should note that for
all the three batteries, the coulombic efficiencies were very
similar (at about 85%) despite the large difference in capacity
retentions. This indicated that the crossover in this case
Fig. 9 Charge–discharge profiles of Nafion and composite
membranes at 20 mA cm�2: (a) cycling; (b) comparison after similar
cycling times.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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reduced the reversible capacity of batteries, while the
coulombic efficiency was determined by other processes such
as hydrogen evolution.4 In summary, the overall trend of ow
battery performance is consistent with the permeability and
selectivity results from static H-cell tests. With no signicant
inuence from the slight decrease in conductivity, the hier-
archical composite structure can considerably mitigate the
crossover of active species, which represents an important
progress in addressing the well-known trade-off between
conductivity and selectivity for ow battery membranes.

Conclusions

A hierarchical composite ion exchange membrane was devel-
oped by integrating Naon and tungsten oxide. Proton-
conducting tungsten oxide inltrated into ionic clusters of
Naon membranes to reduce water uptake and swelling ratios
and enhance stability while maintaining reasonable conduc-
tivity. A dense, crack-free tungsten oxide layer was coated onto
the surface to reduce the permeability of active species. A stable
oxide-on-polymer structure was obtained due to the dimen-
sionally stable oxide-in-polymer composite structure. An order-
of-magnitude decrease in the permeabilities of Fe(II) and Cr(III)
ions was observed for the hierarchical composite membrane
while maintaining comparable conductivities. The dense oxide
coating layer showed three orders of magnitude lower perme-
ability than Naon. Such a composite membrane with a hier-
archical structure provides a strategy to solve the trade-off
between conductivity and permeability of ion exchange
membranes. The positive effect of the reduced crossover was
conrmed in a small lab-scale iron-chromium ow battery with
improved capacity retention with cycling and time. Further
work is needed to scale up the ow battery and optimize its
design to fully realize the benet of the composite membrane.
Nevertheless, our method of fabricating a stable bilayer
inorganic-polymer structure has the potential to be applied to
many different ion conductors benecial for energy conversion
and storage devices.
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